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vs…Science as a gift economy
Scientist seek to “gift” their ideas to the 
community, hoping for community 
recognition.

Harnad (2001) in “For whom the gate 
tolls”:

“The producers of refereed research 
reports do not wish to prevent the 
theft of their texts; they wish to 
facilitate it as much as possible.”

Science is a social economy that relies 
on a network of relations

To understand it we need network 
science!



Sharing knowledge: publish or perish

As a working scientist, you are 
expected to share the results of 
your work:

- Making tools freely available 
(open source/GPL!)

- Meetings, informal 
conversations, presentation, web 
sites

- Publications: publicly available, 
detailed descriptions of your 
findings

Two mechanisms are crucial keep this 
gift-economy alive:

1) Peer review: the before-publication 
gate keeper
2) Attribution (citations): the after-
publication reward system

Without either of these two the gift 
economy dies



Sharing knowledge: publish or perish

Peer-Reviewed publications 
remain a golden standard.

Why?

- Peer review: certification by 
your *peers*, experts

- But slow, arduous process to 
vet your publication *before* 
publication

Classes of peer-reviewed publications:

• journal articles

• conference proceedings

• monographs

Other implicit mechanisms of quality control,  

e.g pre-prints, white papers, reports:

• can be quite influential

• mechanisms part of “reward” system, e.g. 

public review or prestige



Where to publish?

Variety of venues available:

Conference proceedings:

 Relatively fast, strict deadlines

 Focus on recent contributions

 Potentially high impact (CS)

 Chance to present your paper and 
discuss with audience of peers

Journals:

• Focused on particular domain
• No deadlines, generally slower than conference 

proceedings
• Potentially very high impact that is “officially” 

documented in various indicators, e.g Impact 
Factor, “tiers”

• Great archival value



Peer review 
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Alternative publishing models

Your average publisher.. Stevan Harnad in “For Whom the Gate Tolls” (2003):
1. All published materials will soon be available online

2. Linked according to citations, keyterms, content, authors, 
annotations

3. Increased self-correction, interactivity and productivity, even 
new metrics of impact

4. One hurdle: present “Subscription/Site-License/Pay-Per-
View (S/L/P)” publishing model

Appropriate for commercial content where author expects to be 
paid: content must be protected.

NOT appropriate for scholarly communication where authors 
insist to give away content, in exchange for impact.

Challenge to existing publishing business model:

- based on “non-give away” publishing

- significant changes since publication of this “resolution” 

No kidding, Elsevier made $1.1 billion in profit in 2010 with a profit margin of 36%



Open-Access publishing

Open-acces: removing access barriers

• Subscription fees

• Institutional restriction

• Owner-ship regulations

Why is this an issue?

For profit publishers:

- quality control, i.e. peer review

- publish materials that they own (=your papers)

- costs are recovered from charging access fees or other

Today:

- electronic publishing has become standard; it’s cheap

- only expense is quality control but peer review is conducted by 
reviewers (you and I), so only logistics/organization remains

Can organization be altered so that access becomes free and costs are 
born elsewhere than at access point, hence “open access”?

Harnad: “immediate, permanent, toll-free online access to the full-texts of 
peer-reviewed research journal articles.”



Open-Access publishing
Different Routes to Open Access:

• “Gold”: journals providing free access

• Pre-emptive payment of publication fees by author, institution

• Gradual access of publications > x months

• “Green”: self-archiving by authors

• Web sites

• Archival web sites, e.g. arXiv
• Institutional repositories (mandates)

• Biomed Central: http://www.biomedcentral.com

• pioneer in OA publishing

• fully peer-reviewed

• 205 journals!

• Public Library of Science: http://www.plos.org/

• not for profit OA publisher

• Peer-reviewed

• Biology, Medicine, Computational Biology, Genetics, Pathogens, ONE, 
Neglected Tropical Diseases 

http://www.biomedcentral.com


Open-Access publishing: my take

Without a doubt, best option

• Rigorous peer-review in many cases

• Often very fast turn-around

• But most importantly: EVERYONE can access

Latter is tremendous advantage:

• More eyeballs, more reads, more cites; it works!

• Allows papers to have impact well-beyond traditional 
academic circles

Is it perfect? No.

Most high-impact journals in your domain are not open-access

Many open-access journals are young:

- have not yet demonstrated their value among your peers and 
supervisors

- PLoS ONE good case in point: Impact Factor absent? 
Projected to be about 3-4 and growing, could be higher

Good idea:

Self-arxiv at arxiv.org, even 
immediately after 
submission

Be careful though with 
journals that take embargo 
times seriously like Nature 
and Science



Peer review: a civic duty in science

Dictionary definition of “Criticism”:

1. the act of passing judgment as to 
the merits of anything

2. the act of passing severe 
judgment; censure; faultfinding

3. the act or art of analyzing and 
evaluating or judging the quality 
of a literary or artistic work, 
musical performance, art exhibit, 
dramatic production, etc/

Scientific critique is much like (1) and 
(3), and very much unlike (2).

Karl Popper: “I see in science one of the greatest creations of the 
human mind. It is a step comparable to the emergence of a 

descriptive and argumentative language, or to the invention of 
writing. It is a step at which our explanatory myths become open

to conscious and consistent criticism and at which we are 
challenged to invent new myths… it is only science which 

replaces the elimination of error in the violent struggle for life by 
non-violent rational criticism and which allow us to replace killing 
(world 1) and intimidation (world 2) by the impersonal arguments

of world 3.”



Peer review: a civic duty in science

Focus on Scientific soundness:

 Sound methodology

 Sound data?

 Sound results? 

 Sound conclusions given method 
and results?

 Prior work and influences sufficiently 
acknowledged

 Clear, concise exposition

Avoid:
- Emotion, turf wars, ad hominem attacks
- Drawing rash conclusions about 

“importance” of work
- Nitpicking
- “You should have also solved world 

hunger”
- Unfair comparison to supposedly similar 

commercial or scientific work: “How is this 
different from Google?”

- “I don’t believe it”: opinion against fact
- Penalizing negative results; they can be a 
contribution!



Your review: good structure

Your review should contain at least:

1) A summary of the paper’s content and its main points:

1) This lets the authors and editors know that you 
“got it”

2) Establishes a basis for your interpretation/critique 
of the work.

2) Overview of the contributions made (if any)

3) Overview of problems you can identify (if any)

1) Major: methodology, data, results, conclusion, 
prior work

2) Minor: editing problems, graphs that are 
unreadable, mal-formed tables, poorly written 
sections, structure of paper

4) Your recommendations on how to fix problems in (3)

1) Authors should find USEFUL information in your review 

to improve paper

2) If impossible: this will be basis for rejection

5) Your recommendation with regards to:

- Acceptance/rejection

- Revision: minor or major

6) Take care of journal or proceedings’ system requirement

- You may be asked to rate paper on various criteria 

(novelty, soundness, appropriate for conference, etc)

- Add private note to editor if necessary to briefly explain 

your recommendation



A word on “significance”
Additional gatekeeping!

1) Many journals have additional restrictions (especially the “big” journals 
– PNAS, Nature, Science):

1) Editors determine article’s significance and suitability BEFORE 
REVIEW

2) When deemed insufficiently relevant or an insignificant contribution, 
the paper is sent back without review

2) Editors can choose reviewers?

1) Can add subtle flavor to reviewing process…

2) Leeway after reviewing process: reviewers issue “recommendation”, 
usually followed by editor, and … Additional reviewers…?



A word on “significance”

Salami publishing: least publishable unit

My opinion: deciding what to publish is as 
important as where to publish

- Finding a good balance between 
significance and focus is tough
- A well-focused idea has better chances 
of getting published and being cited than 
an “omnibus” publication



Significance: how about impact?

• How does your work impact 
the community, scientific 
and otherwise?

• Examine products of 
scientific research and 
how they are received.

• From bean counting to 
network science



citations

A more cynical view:Citations as data on impact



Measurement basics: data & metrics

social construct
operationalizations

(data)
metrics

(indicators)



Measurement basics: data & metrics

“impact”

social construct
operationalizations

(data)
metrics

(indicators)

Citation data

Downloads

@mentions

Impact factor

h-index

download h-index



Validity and reliability

Data: does the operationalization validly represent the construct?
Metrics: are they valid indicators of the construct? Are they reliable?



Dimensionality

Measurements can be 
“valid” and reliable with 

respect to same 
phenomenon, yet still 

provide a conflicting, partial, 
and/or incorrect points of 

view



Journal Impact Factor

• Definition: IF(J,t) = Ca in J(t-1,t-2)/ Na (t-
1,t-2)

• 2 year average of number of citation 
to articles in J over number of citable 
items published in J

• IF is part of Thomson Reuter’s Web of 
Science, available in “science” and 
“social science” version

• Network interpretation: in-degree/#pubs

• Used to assess journals, but 
also articles and authors by 
proxy

“For every complex problem, there is a 
solution that is simple, neat, and 
wrong. (H. L. Mencken)”

• Ignores citation network
• Citation distributions are badly 
skewed ~ average

• Journal impact != author, article 
impact



H-index

Hirsch, J. E. (15 November 2005). "An index to quantify an 
individual's scientific research output". PNAS 102 (46): 16569–

16572.

“A scientist has index h if h of his/her 
Np papers have at least h citations 

each, and the other (Np − h) papers 
have no more than h citations each.”

• acknowledges skewed distribution of 
citations for individual authors

• productivity and impact combined!
• widely references and applied
• “counting” metric, ignoring origins of 

citations



Johan Bollen, Herbert Van de Sompel, Marko A. Rodriguez: Towards 
usage-based impact metrics: first results from the mesur project. JCDL 

2008: 231-240

Entities
• Authors
• Journals
• Articles

Metrics
• Counting cites
• Distribution parameters
• Network indicators

Validity, reliability?

low impact

high impact

Citation networks



Network metrics

Discovering Sets of Key Players in Social Networks – Daniel Ortiz-Arroyo – Springer 2010

Shortest paths:
closeness & betweenness

Degree

Random walks: 
PageRank, 
eigenvector 

centrality



Citation Pagerank

computer science

medicine

Johan Bollen, Marko A. Rodriguez, and Herbert Van de Sompel. Journal status. Scientometrics, 69(3), December 2006 (DOI: 10.1007/s11192-006-0176-z)
Philip Ball. Prestige is factored into journal ratings. Nature 439, 770-771, February 2006 (doi:10.1038/439770a)



Impact Factor to Eigenfactor

Pinski, G., & Narin, F. (1976). Citation influence for journal aggregates of scientific publications: theory, with 
application to the literature of physics. Information processing and management, 12(5), 297-312.
Chen, P., Xie, H., Maslov, S., & Redner, S. (2007). Finding scientific gems with Google. Journal of Informetrics, 
1(1), arxiv.org/abs/physics/0604130.
Johan  Bollen, Marko A. Rodriguez, and Herbert Van de Sompel. Journal status. Scientometrics, 69(3), 
December 2006 (arxiv.org:cs.DL/0601030, DOI: 10.1007/s11192-006-0176-z)



MESUR project: Usage data

• Andrew W. Mellon, NSF-
funded

• Networks from large-
scale, representative 
usage data

• Network metrics of impact

with Herbert Van de Sompel at LANL 

Collaborating publishers, aggregators and institutional consortia:
BMC, Blackwell, UC, CSU, EBSCO, ELSEVIER, EMERALD, 

INGENTA, JSTOR, LANL, MIMAS/ZETOC, THOMSON, UPENN, 
UTEXAS

Scale:
> 1,000,000,000 usage events, 
+500,000,000 citations,
+50M articles, +-100,000 serials

Period: 2002-2007, but mostly 2006





Betweenness centrality

PageRank



Lessons from psychology of personality and intelligence

Big Five

a winning personality.com

Intelligenceg-factor

http://personality.com


66%

17%

2 components: 83.4%
3 components: 92.6%



Alt-metrics
• Science is an online phenomenon

• Social media activity has been show 
to reflect real-world effects

• Stock market returns

• Brand sentiment

• Sales

• Drug interactions

• Public health

Can we model scientific impact 
from social media and other 
online data?



Tweets, mentions, and impact.

• Gunther Eysenbach (2011) Can Tweets Predict Citations? 
Metrics of Social Impact Based on Twitter and Correlation with 
Traditional Metrics of Scientific Impact. J Med Internet 
Res13(4):e123

• Shuai X, Pepe A, Bollen J (2012) How the Scientific 
Community Reacts to Newly Submitted Preprints: Article 
Downloads, Twitter Mentions, and Citations. PLoS ONE 7(11): 
e47523. doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0047523



Twitter mentions ~ early citations



Let a thousand metrics bloom?

See: J. Priem, D. Taraborelli, P. Groth, C. Neylon 
(2010), Altmetrics: A manifesto, 26 October 2010. 

http://altmetrics.org/manifesto Altmetrics in the wild - Jason Priem

http://altmetrics.org/manifesto


Altmetrics



Why? Because

Science
AssessmentPolic

y
Funding

not how



Science funding

Average NSF grant is $100,000
Professor (CS): $50/hr

4 weeks x 3 co-PIs x 40hrs/wk x $50/hr =
$24,000

NSF funding rate: 1/5 (careful!)

Total cost of applying=$120,000

We are $20,000 in the hole…



Centuries, not years

Herbert et al (2003) On the time spent preparing grant proposals: an observational study of Australian 
researchers BMJ Open 2013;3:e002800 doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2013-002800

“Preparing a new proposal took an … overall average of 
34 days per proposal. An estimated 550 working years of 
researchers' time (95% CI 513 to 589) was spent preparing 

the 3727 proposals, which translates into annual salary 
costs of AU$66 million…”

This is systemic! We can’t fix this with better indicators. 



How can this work?

We’re calculating PageRank impact with 
money!
• Funding circulates from one scientist to 
another based on appreciation of their work

• Those who receive a lot, also donate a lot
• Those who receive no gifts, still get base 
amount

• Converges over time on “optimal” 
distribution of funding?



Simulations

37M papers, 770M citations, 347,364 NIH + NSF grants for 109,919 researchers
2000- 2010 simulation according to author-author citation proportions
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